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acoustic speed, Cs ; (ZTe/M)1/2, to the ion thermal veloc-
ity, vti ; (Ti/M)1/2, M is the ion mass. Instability is causedThe numerical heating in hybrid particle–fluid simulations has

been investigated with emphasis on the regime ZTe/Ti @ 1, where by interaction of the physical ion acoustic wave with aliases
Z is the charge state of the ions and Te and Ti are the electron and created by the spatial grid and restricts the maximum value
ion temperatures, respectively. For the simple case of particle ions of ZTe/Ti for stable simulation. This restriction is particu-
advanced in the ambipolar field due to quasineutral isothermal

larly relevant to recent applications to laser generated plas-fluid electrons, the heating rate is observed to be weakly dependent
mas including simulations of colliding plasmas [4, 5] andon time step, inversely proportional to the number of simulation

particles per grid cell and strongly increasing with increasing stimulated Brillouin scattering [6–8]. Even when ZTe/Ti is
ZTe/Ti . Additional smoothing, due to finite Debye length, or intro- below the threshold for finite grid instability, however,
duced through numerical means such as higher order particle inter- artificial heating is observed which is deleterious to accu-
polation or smoothing of grid quantities, is observed to significantly

rate simulation. This heating is the subject of this work.reduce this heating. Both one- and two-dimensional results are
We consider the simple case of isothermal electrons,presented. These results are important to hybrid particle simulations

of laser generated plasmas, a regime where ZTe/Ti @ 1 is often with constant temperature Te . Clearly, such systems do
encountered. As a relevant example, simulations of stimulated Bril- not conserve energy, since the electrons are effectively in
louin scattering are presented illustrating the deleterious effect of thermal contact with an outside energy source. In plasma
numerical heating and attendant distortions to the particle distribu-

expansions, for example, energy is transferred from thetion function. Q 1997 Academic Press

(inexhaustible) electron thermal energy to ion kinetic en-
ergy through the ambipolar field. In equilibrium situations,
however, the ion energy should simply fluctuate aboutI. INTRODUCTION
constant energy. In contrast, simulations show the ion en-

Hybrid simulations, which model some physical species ergy to increase nearly linearly in time; this behavior is
with particles and others with fluids, have been applied to similar to the electron heating observed in models which
a wide variety of problems in magnetically confined fusion explicitly solve the Poisson equation [9, 10]. This heating,
plasmas and space plasma physics. Typically the regime of and attendant distortion to the velocity distribution, is an
interest is such that the ions are essentially collisionless important concern for accurate simulation of wave–
and require a kinetic treatment while the electrons may particle interaction physics.
be represented by a fluid. These models often make use Simplified periodic systems are considered, consisting of
of a reduced treatment of the electrons to enable efficient particle ions with charge Ze and mass M. In the absence
simulation of longer time scales. In particular, to escape of collisions and magnetic field, the position and velocity
restrictions due to the electron plasma frequency, quasi- of the ions are advanced simply by
neutrality or equilibrium Boltzmann electrons [1] are often
assumed. Further approximations, such as the Darwin ap- dx

dt
5 v,

dv
dt

5
ZeE
M

.proximation to electromagnetics, may be used to remove
restrictions due to the Courant limit on light waves; the
literature reports a wide variety of specific implementa- The electric field, E, is determined from some suitable field

equation and interpolated from the grid to the particles.tions [2] with emphasis on time stability which is an im-
portant concern for these algorithms. More recent work This field equation, in turn, depends on the density accumu-

lated from the particles by interpolation to the grid. Nu-[3] has reported on effects of the finite spatial grid; analy-
sis and simulation elucidated an instability present for merically, these are advanced in time with finite time step

Dt using a leapfrog scheme with x, E, and density n atZTe/Ti @ 1, where Z is the ion charge state and Te and Ti

are the electron and ion temperatures, respectively. The integer time level and velocity v at the half-time step level.
In Section II we will consider the simplest case of quasineu-parameter ZTe/Ti is the square of the ratio of the ion
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tral systems, where the electric field is determined from
the electron pressure gradient. The numerical heating and
its dependence on time step, particle number, interpolation
scheme, and ZTe/Ti will be considered. Additionally, the
effect on multiple ion species, and an alternative algorithm
based on energy conservation rather than momentum con-
servation are discussed. In Section III, the beneficial effect
of smoothing is demonstrated; smoothing can be intro-
duced through the additional physics of finite Debye
length, or by explicitly adding numerical smoothing in qua-
sineutral systems. Section IV concludes with a summary
and a relevant example from simulations of stimulated
Brillouin scattering.

II. NUMERICAL HEATING IN QUASINEUTRAL
SIMULATION

Consider first a simple one-dimensional periodic system,
with uniform spatial grid defined by Xj 5 j Dx, Dx the grid
spacing. The ions of charge Ze and mass M are represented
by particles whose density is accumulated to the grid using
standard particle in cell weighting, with shape function
S(Xj 2 x) [11]. The electric field on the grid, Ej , is interpo-
lated back to the particles in a similar way to evaluate the
acceleration. With the assumption of quasineutrality, the
electric field is defined by neglecting inertia in the electron
momentum equation and balancing the electric force
against the pressure force. In the absence of magnetic fields
and assuming no current, this electric field is given by

E 5
2Te

ene

ne

x
5

2Te

eni

ni

x
, (1)

where the electron and ion charge densities are approxi-
mately equal due to the assumption of quasineutrality, ne P
Zni . The following spatial differencing has been adopted,

Ej11/2 5
2Te

e
(nj11 2 nj)

Dx(nj11 1 nj)/2
, FIG. 1. Results from a one-dimensional quasineutral simulation for

ZTe/Ti 5 16: (a) time history of kinetic energy; (b) particle distribution(2)
function at Cst/Dx 5 800 (dashed line shows Gaussian with temperature

Ej ; 1
2

(Ej11/2 1 Ej21/2) corresponding to average ion energy). Linear interpolation is used, Cs Dt/
Dx 5 0.2, and Np 5 400/cell.

which is identical to that used in Refs. [4, 6]. It is easily
shown that this implementation exactly conserves ion and grid is used. This simulation has been run for a time

Cs t/Dx 5 800, or eight transit times for a sound wave tomomentum.
Figure 1 shows a typical example, illustrating the nearly cross the system length. The kinetic energy plotted in Fig.

1a includes only the x-directed velocities, since in this one-linear increase in ion kinetic energy with time and atten-
dant distortion to the velocity distribution function, which dimensional example the other two components are con-

stant. As we will see shortly, this 40% increase in the kineticis no longer a Maxwellian. For this case the system length
is 100 Dx, the time step is Cs Dt/Dx 5 0.2, and ZTe/Ti 5 16. energy is inversely proportional to the number of particles

per cell (keeping physical parameters constant) and isThe particles are loaded as an initially uniform Maxwellian
distribution with zero drift velocity, represented by Np 5 nearly independent of the time step size.

The constant rate of energy increase observed in Fig. 1400 particles per cell; linear interpolation between particles
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suggests that the heating is stochastic in origin [9]. Then
the rate of change of the average kinetic energy of the
ions, k«il, can be expressed as

dk«il
dt

5
Z2e2

M
kdE2ltc , (3)

where kdE2l is the ensemble average of the square magni-
tude of the electric field fluctuations and tc is the relevant
correlation time. For the quasineutral field solve consid-
ered here, the electric field fluctuations may be expressed
in terms of the density fluctuations, kdE2l P (Te/e Dx)2k(dn/
n)2l. With the density fluctuations determined by the ran-
dom shot noise set by the number of simulation particles
per cell, k(dn/n)2l P 1/Np , we then obtain the normalized
rate of average energy increase,

FIG. 2. Normalized heating rate as a function of ZTe/Ti for quasineu-h ; d(k«il/k«i
0l)

d(tCs/Dx)
Y

1
Np

SZTe

Ti
DStcCs

Dx D. (4)
tral simulations for linear interpolation (circles) and quadratic spline
interpolation (triangles); both one-dimensional (closed symbols) and two-
dimensional (open symbols) simulations are shown.Here the normalized heating rate h is expressed in terms

of the characteristic time Dx/Cs and the initial kinetic en-
ergy, k«i

0l, where k«i
0l 5 Ti/2 in one dimension and k«i

0l 5
Ti in two dimensions. If the correlation time is set by the confirmed by running several one-dimensional simulations

with ZTe/Ti 5 16 and varying Np from 50 to 400; onlytime to cross a grid cell at the ion-acoustic wave speed
(tc P Dx/Cs), then we can anticipate that the normalized a 20% variation in the normalized heating rate Nph

was observed. We should also consider the effect of fi-heating rate will scale linearly with ZTe/Ti . If the correla-
tion time tc is determined by the grid crossing time of nite time step, Dt. The time step is typically set by the

Courant condition of resolving Dx/Cs and, hence, forparticles [10], then this correlation time should scale as
Dx/yti , where yti 5 (Ti/M)1/2 is the ion thermal velocity; in large ZTe/Ti . 1 the particle motion is typically quite

well resolved, i.e., yti Dt/Dx ! 1, suggesting a weak depen-this case we can expect h Y (ZTe/Ti)3/2. This strong increase
of the heating rate with increasing ZTe/Ti may be coun- dence on time step. This weak dependence was con-

firmed by varying the Courant number over the rangetered by increasing the number of particles per cell, Np .
The results of a series of simulations are presented in n 5 0.05–0.8, resulting in roughly a 10% change in heating

rate (ZTe/Ti 5 16, Np 5 200).Fig. 2, showing the strong dependence on ZTe/Ti . These
simulations are all initialized with a Maxwellian distribu- Some comments on these results are in order. The scaling

with ZTe/Ti is close to the three-halves power for the one-tion, uniform in space and with zero drift velocity relative
to the grid. Four sets of simulations are presented: a pair dimensional results, while the two-dimensional runs scale

more nearly linearly; this range of scaling is consistent withusing linear interpolation between particles and grid for
one and two dimensions and a pair using quadratic interpo- the arguments following Eq. (4) concerning correlation

time. Because the heating scales with the characteristiclation for both one and two dimensions. The large decrease
in heating obtained by using quadratic spline interpolation time Dx/Cs , increasing spatial resolution incurs a substan-

tial computational cost for equivalent levels of numericalis obvious. Simulations with nearest grid point (NGP) in-
terpolation were also performed indicating an approximate heating. To maintain the same fractional energy increase

while halving the grid size in one dimension requires quad-factor of 6 increase in heating rate, compared to linear
weighting. The one-dimensional simulations were systems rupling the number of particles: a factor of 2 to maintain

the same number of particles per cell and another factorof length 100 Dx, while the two-dimensional simulations
made use of 32 3 32 systems with Dx 5 Dy. Each of the of 2 because of the doubling of the physical time relative

to Dx/Cs . Assuming that the Courant number is held con-four sets used a constant number of particles: Np 5 400/
cell for linear weighting in one dimension and Np 5 50/ stant so that twice as many time steps are necessary, the

computational work is increased a factor of 8.cell for the other three sets. All four sets of simulations
fixed the Courant number at n 5 Cs Dt/Dx 5 0.2. The The beneficial effect of higher-order interpolation on

energy conservation has also been observed in simulationslinear dependence on the number of particles per cell was
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explicitly solving the Poisson equation [12]; Vu has made denoted by Ti . Equation (3) is still applicable to each
species separately; making the gross assumption that theuse of quadratic interpolation in his hybrid simulation [8].

An assessment of the benefit from higher order interpola- correlation time is similar for both species immediately
suggests that the ratio of heating rates for heavy versustion compared with the increased computational cost

should be made in the context of the particular parameters light ions will be (Zh/Zl)2(Ml/Mh). For a typical case of
CH plasma with carbon (Zh 5 6, Mh 5 12mp) and protonsbeing simulated.

As an alternative to the momentum conserving scheme (Zl 5 1, Ml 5 mp), this predicts the proton heating rate
will be lower than that of the carbon by a factor of three.presented here, a scheme similar to the ‘‘energy conserv-

ing’’ algorithms [13] has also been tried. In these algo- Simulations of CH plasma (equal number densities) with
Te 5 10Ti show the proton heating rate to be reducedrithms, the force is defined by differentiating the potential

energy with respect to the particle position; this involves approximately a factor of 2.5–3.5 compared to the carbon
heating. For systems of gold and beryllium (Zh 5 50,a gradient of the particle shape function that is performed

analytically and so is exact. For the case of full electron Mh 5 197mp ; Zl 5 4, Ml 5 9mp ; Te 5 2Ti) the ratio of
heating rates is observed to be approximately 5–8, com-dynamics, an exact energy conservation relation is ob-

tained in the limit of continuous time; in practice, good pared to this simple estimate of 7.1. The ratio of heavy to
light-ion heating rates, however, was observed to be muchenergy conservation requires very small time step. This

prescription is equivalent to simply interpolating the elec- larger for Xe-H systems (Zh 5 44, Mh 5 131mp ; Zl 5 1,
Ml 5 mp ; Te 5 2Ti) than predicted by this argument (14 : 1).tric field Ej11/2 from the half grid positions with the interpo-

lation reduced one order; e.g., if the density is accumulated This plasma differs fundamentally from those just dis-
cussed in that the light particle’s thermal velocity is largerusing linear weighting, then Ej11/2 is interpolated back

to the particles using nearest grid point weighting from than the sound speed, likely altering the assumption made
concerning correlation times.Xj11/2 . Numerical investigations for such an algorithm ap-

plied to the quasineutral system considered here gave re- More important than the relative heating rates is the
observation that the electric field fluctuations are typicallysults similar to those reported for explicit electron systems:

ion heating can be significantly reduced, but at the price determined primarily by the high-Z, heavy species, since
dne 5 Zl dnl 1 Zh dnh P Zh dnh for Zh @ Zl and numberof nonconservation of momentum. The requirements on

the time step are not restrictive for nondrifting plasma, concentrations not too disparate. Hence the heating is de-
termined largely by the number of high-Z simulation parti-most likely because for large ZTe/Ti the particle thermal

motion is well resolved for a reasonable Courant number. cles. Again, this has been verified in simulations. This is
fundamentally different from the numerical energy equili-In fact the normalized heating rate h decreases with increas-

ing ZTe/Ti for a fixed Courant number. If the plasma is bration observed by Lawson and Gray [14], which was
driven by unequal particle weights. Thus, even though thedrifting relative to the grid (u0 P Cs), however, the heating

can be comparable to the usual momentum conserving velocity distribution of light particles is often of more im-
portance, adequate numbers of heavy particles are re-algorithm unless the time step is reduced. A more im-

portant concern is the nonconservation of momentum, quired to minimize numerical heating. This suggests the
strategy of using higher order interpolation only for thewhich is independent of time step. For example, simula-

tions with ZTe/Ti 5 16, Np 5 50, and linear weighting were heavy, high-Z species and not incurring the extra cost for
the light species where it is ineffective; an example will beobserved to slow down with a rate of approximately n P

6 3 1023 Cs/Dx for 0 , u0/Cs , 0.5. Similar to the effect given in the concluding section. The observations made
here concerning two-species plasmas also hold true in theon heating in the normal momentum conserving algorithm,

increasing the number of particles or the interpolation presence of smoothing, a subject taken up in the next
section.order decreases the rate of momentum loss.

The discussion so far has considered only a single ion
species, but recent applications to laser produced plasmas III. SMOOTHING
have simulated multiple ion species with differing charge
and mass. Hybrid simulations [6–8] of stimulated Brillouin To achieve acceptably low heating rates for large ZTe/

Ti , the simulator may be driven to large numbers of parti-scattering (SBS) are motivated by experiments using ion
mixtures intended to increase ion Landau damping through cles and an attendant computational burden. An obvious

remedy is to introduce some form of smoothing to reducethe introduction of a light species. The numerical heating
of this light species is an important issue, because the ion the stochastic error fields. The use of higher order in-

terpolation was shown to be quite effective, however,Landau damping is a sensitive function of the ratio of
thermal velocity to wave speed. Consider now a plasma this approach is computationally expensive. In contrast,

smoothing of the grid quantities is typically negligible incomposed of two ion species, denoted by subscripts l and
h for light and heavy, respectively; we will restrict the computational cost. This smoothing might be in the form

of physical smoothing due to finite Debye length, or intro-discussion to the case of equal ion temperatures, simply
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duced purely numerically. In this section both approaches
are considered.

An alternative to the quasineutrality condition is to as-
sume Boltzmann electrons [1, 7, 8] and solve the nonlinear
Poisson equation for the electric potential F,

2=2F 5 4fe(Zni 2 ne)

(5)
E 5 2=F, ne 5 n0 exp SeF

Te
D.

This retains the additional physics of finite electron Debye
length and, hence, includes modifications to the ion acous-
tic dispersion relation embodied in the linear dispersion
relation (g/kCs)2 5 1/(1 1 k2l2

De), where k is the wave
number and lDe 5 (4fnee2/Te)21/2 is the Debye length.
This Debye shielding also reduces the high wave number
spectrum which is primarily responsible for numerical heat-
ing. Figure 3a shows the time history of ion kinetic energy
for the case of ZTe/Ti 5 16 and several value of lDe/Dx;
other parameters are Np 5 100/cell, linear weighting, and
Cs Dt/Dx 5 0.2. These results clearly illustrate a strong
reduction in heating rate for Debye length comparable to
the grid spacing. (The heating rate is little affected for lDe/
Dx , 0.2.) This would seem to be one of the rare happy
occurrences where the inclusion of better physics addition-
ally contributes to better numerical behavior.

Of course, the physical system of interest may preclude
setting Dx P lD . In fact, reducing the grid size for fixed
Debye length is not generally a good strategy. For example,
Fig. 3a indicates approximately a factor of 6 reduction in
heating due to increasing lDe/Dx from 0.5 to 1.0. If this is
achieved by halving the grid spacing, then the number of
particles would need to be doubled to maintain constant
Np , and the number of time steps doubled to maintain a
constant Courant condition; thus the computational work
is quadrupled. And since the normalized time tCs/Dx is
also doubled for equivalent physical time, the decrease in

FIG. 3. Time histories of kinetic energy for simulations (ZTe/Ti 5heating is only a factor of 3. For small values of the Debye
16, Np 5 200/cell, Cs Dt/Dx 5 0.2) with (a) Boltzmann electrons andlength, the reduction in heating is small, and reducing the various values of the Debye length relative to the grid spacing, lDe/Dx

grid spacing so as to increase lDe/Dx will exacerbate the (quasineutral stimulation, lDe 5 0, is shown in dotted line for comparison);
numerical heating. (b) quasineutral simulations with smoothing of the electric field through

Eq. (7) for various values of the smoothing parameter a.Given this, the addition of numerical smoothing seems
an attractive alternative. We consider here simple 3-point
digital smoothing of the form

mentum conservation can be retained if the density in the
numerator is smoothed, but not the density in the de-

f̃j 5
a fj21 1 fj 1 a fj11

1 1 2a
, (6) nominator:

where fj is any grid quantity and a is the smoothing pa- Ej11/2 5
2Te

e
(ñj11 2 ñj)

Dx(nj11 1 nj)/2
, Ej ; 1

2
(Ej11/2 1 Ej21/2).

rameter (generally, 0 , a , As). One could directly smooth
the electric field using Eq. (6) before pushing the particles, (7)
but momentum conservation is no longer guaranteed. For
the quasineutral field solution expressed by Eq. (2), mo- The linear dispersion is, of course, altered at large wave
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FIG. 4. Normalized heating rate as a function of ZTe/Ti for one-
dimensional simulations: quasineutral electrons without smoothing, a 5

0 (closed circles), quasineutral with smoothing, a 5 0.5 (triangles), and
Boltzmann electrons, lDe 5 Dx (squares).

number. Figure 3b shows the effect of this smoothing for
several values of a (otherwise, identical parameters to Fig.
3a). An alternative, more general, method that maintains
momentum conservation is to symmetrically smooth both
density and field [15].

The scaling results discussed in the previous section still
hold true for both numerically introduced smoothing and
finite Debye length. Scaling of the normalized heating rate
with ZTe/Ti is similar, as illustrated by Fig. 4 which shows
results from three sets of one-dimensional simulations, all
with linear weighting and Cs Dt/Dx 5 0.2. Two sets of
simulations are quasineutral, one with no smoothing (a 5
0, Np 5 400/cell) and one with a 5 0.5 (Np 5 100/cell);
the third simulation set has finite Debye length, with
lDe 5 Dx (Np 5 200/cell). FIG. 5. Time dependent reflectivity due to stimulated Brillouin scat-

tering from a CH plasma comparing hybrid simulations with Boltzmann
electrons and quasineutral electrons for two levels of spatial resolution:IV. CONCLUSION
(a) k0 Dx 5 0.22 (Dx 5 1.2 3 1026 cm); (b) k0 Dx 5 0.11 (Dx 5 6.0 3

1027 cm); all four simulations use linear interpolation and the same totalTo illustrate some of the deleterious effects that can number of simulations particles. Blue laser light with intensity I0 5 5.4
arise, an example relevant to recent simulations [6–8] of 3 1015 W/cm2 is incident on a CH plasma with density ne 5 2.25 3 1021

stimulated Brillouin scattering is presented. The plasma cm23, temperature Te 5 10Ti 5 3.0 keV, and length L 5 11 em.
of interest is a mixture of carbon and hydrogen (Zh 5
6, Mh 5 12mp ; Zl 5 1, Ml 5 mp) with equal number
concentrations; the electron density is ne 5 2.25 3 1021 1015 W/cm2 incident on a plasma of length L 5 11 em.

These SBS simulations include an electromagnetic fieldcm23 (quarter critical for blue laser light), with Te 5 10Ti

and Tl 5 Th 5 Ti . The sound speed is approximately Cs solver, subcycled relative to the ion particle advance; the
electron ponderomotive potential is accumulated during5 4.1 3 107 cm/s, while the wave number of interest is

approximately twice the incident laser wave number, k 5 the electromagnetic advance and added to the electrostatic
field for advancing the ions [6]. (The direct effect of the2k0 5 3.6 3 105 cm21. Figure 5 shows the time-dependent

reflectivity due to SBS for a laser intensity of I 5 5.4 3 electromagnetic field on the ions is negligible because of
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klDe P 0.3 ! 1 for the driven ion wave. The situation can
be further improved by using quadratic spline interpolation
for the carbon (the heating of the protons is determined
primarily by the carbon), which produces consistent results
for quasineutral simulation with the finer spatial resolution.
With the smoothing from finite Debye length and quadratic
spline interpolation for the carbon, the number of carbon
simulation particles may even be reduced; e.g., Np 5 50/
cell was still found to give acceptable results for the better
resolved case. The increased computational cost of qua-
dratic splines is more than offset by the fewer particles,
while the more relevant proton distribution is well repre-
sented without incurring the computational cost of (inef-
fective) higher-order interpolation.

In summary, simulations and heuristic theory of the non-
physical heating observed in hybrid particle–ion fluid–
electron simulations have been presented. The scaling of
the heating rate with number of particles per grid cell, time

FIG. 6. Proton velocity distribution function at t 5 8.0 ps 5 540 Dx/ step, and with the parameter ZTe/Ti was investigated. The
Cs from uniform periodic simulations with Boltzmann electrons, lDe 5 strong dependence with this latter parameter is of particu-
1.4 Dx, and quasineutral electrons (lDe 5 0); dashed line shows Gaussian

lar importance to simulations of laser-produced plasmas,at initial temperature. All plasma and numerical parameters are the same
where ZTe/Ti @ 1 is often encountered. The beneficialas in Fig. 5b.
effects of smoothing were illustrated in the three cases
of smoothing due to finite Debye length, numerical grid
smoothing, and higher-order particle–grid interpolation.the disparity between electron and ion mass.) A compari-

son between a quasineutral run and a run with finite Debye The example of stimulated Brillouin scattering just pre-
sented clearly illustrates the difficulty in performing accu-length (lDe/Dx 5 0.7) is shown in Fig. 5a from simulations

with fairly coarse resolution, k0 Dx 5 0.22 (Dx 5 1.2 3 rate simulations for the regime ZTe/Ti @ 1 even in one
dimension; this work should help to assess the require-1026 cm). These simulations were performed with linear

weighting and Np 5 400/cell for both carbon ions and ments for meaningful simulation in two and three dimen-
sions.protons (approximately 700 thousand particles total). The

reflectivities are similar, with the quasineutral run growing
slightly more slowly in time and peaking at a slightly lower ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
value. The difference might be attributed to the additional
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